Physical Biology of Cells and Cell Interactions – PbioC

External Modules - Procedure

- External modules are subject to prior approval by the Examinations Board.
- You have to submit an informal application at the Examinations Office comprising:
  
  o your matriculation number, address and the date of the application;
  o period and volume (CPs) of the module (depending on the module you wish to replace);
  o an exposé of 1 DIN A4 page describing the contents of the module including the techniques you wish to achieve as well as a declaration that the module complies with the prevailing official regulations (Prüfungsordnung) of the master programme PBioC
  o the exposé has to be signed by the supervisor and – in case of an external master thesis – an internal tutor/reviewer
  o an assertion that the academical work effected during the module/practical is not remunerated.

- Take care to submit the application early enough to be handled before you want to start the module – for modules in Germany at least six weeks; for modules abroad at least eight weeks before you wish to start.

Signed
Monika Goltz

December 5, 2016